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Abstract: Physical layer secret key (SK) generation is known to be an efficient means to achieve a
high secrecy rate, on the condition that dynamic channel state information (CSI) is provided. For this
reason, the secrecy performance is highly degraded in a static environment. The intelligent reflecting
surface (IRS) is a promising solution to create dynamic randomness, and thus lead to enhanced
secrecy performance regardless of the user environments. This paper proposes an IRS-assisted
physical layer SK generation scheme, by efficiently combining phase information of the direct and
reflected channel information in a hybrid way. In particular, the initial SKs are obtained by adopting
an efficient phase quantization method with symmetric bit allocation to complex numbered channel
estimates. Simulation results show that the proposed hybrid phase quantization (PQ) can improve
the SK generation rate and the key disagreement probability in a static environment.

Keywords: secret key generation; intelligent reflecting surface; phase quantization

1. Introduction

Physical layer secret key (SK) generation technology is a promising technique for
achieving a one-time-pad encryption approach in wireless communication systems. This
is possible due to the reciprocity, space-time uniqueness, and fast time-varying nature
of the wireless channel. With this approach, both legitimate communication parties can
independently generate SKs in real-time using the wireless channel features as a random
source, without the need for key transmission [1]. SK generation techniques rely on
time-varying characteristics of the wireless channel. Therefore, in static environments,
the keys cannot be updated quickly, which can eventually result in lower security protection.
Examples of such cases can be found in static line-of-sight (LOS) scenarios such as those
encountered in drone-enabled multi-hop wireless networks [2], or indoor Internet of Things
(IoT) applications. Specifically, the study in [2] provides extensive analysis on mutual
information between legitimate parties when they exchange SKs in the LOS condition.

The intelligent reflecting surface (IRS) has received a lot of attention in recent years,
due to its capability of ameliorating the wireless channel environment through software-
controlled reflections [3]. Specifically, the IRS consists of a large number of low-cost passive
reflecting elements, each can independently make changes to the incident signal [3,4], and
thus it has great potential to increase the SK generation rate in real time [5–8]. Most of the
current research works on IRS-assisted SK generation focused on optimization problems to
maximize the SK generation rate or SK capacity at the legitimate user by optimizing the
phase shift coefficients or using random phase shifting of IRS [6–8].

For example, an IRS-assisted SK generation scheme was proposed in order to overcome
the problem of low SK rate in a static environment, by using discrete phase shift [6]. This
scheme maximized the SK rate by optimizing the IRS phase switching time, but there
was no implementation details such as quantization method for the estimated channel
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state information (CSI). On the other hand, phase shift optimization schemes for the
IRS were proposed [7,8]. A lower bound on the SK capacity was derived for an IRS-
assisted wireless network with multiple eavesdroppers, and an IRS reflection coefficient
optimization framework was introduced [7]. The design principle of IRS-assisted SK
generation was proposed, and its performance improvement in SK rate was verified [8].

However, both of the above two schemes incurred complexity compared with the
random phase shifting scheme. Furthermore, a technique to maximize the SK capacity was
introduced for the SK-generation process based on CSI, by adjusting the layout of the IRS
elements [9]. It also proposed the process of SK generation based on CSI, but there was no
detailed description for each step.

On the other hand, a number of studies reported quantization methods used during
the SK generation process [10–15]. Although binary quantization method is simple and
easy to implement [10], it can only generate a single SK bit. Multi-level equiprobable
quantization methods were utilized to increase the bit generation rate [11,12]. In this case,
selecting the appropriate quantization levels and interval partitioning are crucial issues
that require a trade-off between information preservation and SK length. For example,
previous studies presented multi-level phase quantization (PQ) methods to increase SK
generation rate [13–15]. However, the complexity of quantization process is also increasing
as the number of quantized bits redincreases. This is because the number of quantization
levels is exponentially increasing with the number of quantized bits.

As a solution to the above mentioned problems of the existing works, this paper
proposes an efficient IRS-assisted SK generation scheme with a computationally efficient
PQ method. The first novelty of the proposed scheme lies in the hybrid method of extracting
CSI for initial key generation. Phase information is first extracted from the direct channel,
and then extracted from the combined channels with the IRS. This is because the IRS usually
changes the phase of the reflecting signals almost without amplitude variations.

This way of hybrid extraction of CSI from different channels will contribute to in-
creasing the randomness of key generation, and eventually lead to the increment in SK
generation rate. The second novelty of the proposed scheme is utilization of a new and
computationally efficient PQ method to generate SK from the extracted CSI. We first form a
new complex number by using the amplitude and phase information extracted from the
proposed hybrid method, and then quantize the phase in the complex plane. This paper
presents the details of extracting phase information from the estimated CSI of the proposed
hybrid method. The proposed method is universally applicable to any m-level quantization
method, and the quantization level can be adaptively regulated.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the related
works including the system model for an IRS-assisted SK generation and the conventional
quantization methods. Section 3 first presents the hybrid way of extracting CSI, and
then details the proposed PQ method. In order to verify the merits of the proposed
scheme, Section 4 first presents a number of performance measures, and then provides the
simulation results. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Conventional IRS-Assisted SK Generation and Quantization
2.1. System Model for an IRS-Assisted SK Generation

Figure 1 shows a system model for a conventioanl IRS-assisted wireless communica-
tion system, where data transmission is encrypted with SK generated with the aid of IRS in
order to achieve secure communications [5]. A typical scenario where IRS is required is in
indoor IoT applications, where the channel changes slowly. In this case, the block fading
channel remains constant during a long coherence time. An IRS can increase randomness
by configuring its phase shift. Furthermore, the study in [5] introduced an application of
using random phase shifts of IRS elements, with consideration of multiple eavesdroppers.

In these previous studies, the legitimate communication parties Alice and Bob send
probe signals to each other in time-division duplex (TDD) mode, and extract SK from their
correlated measurements before encrypted data transmission. Each of N reflecting elements
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receives a superimposed multipath signal from the sender and then reflects the signal in ran-
dom phase, with a diagonal IRS phase shifting matrix Θ = diag(ejθ1 , ejθ2 , · · · , ejθN ), where
θn ∈ [0, 2π) is the phase shift of the n-th element. Additionally, a passive eavesdropper Eve
was assumed to be positioned a few wavelengths away from the legitimate users [6,9,16,17].
As a result, she passively taps into an eavesdropping channel that is independent of the
legitimate channel, without engaging in active attacks. Finally, all parties are equipped
with a single antenna each.

Figure 1. System model for an IRS-assisted wireless communication system.

In each block, Alice and Bob send the probe pilots alternatively to generate the SK
during the first L time slots of the coherence time. After key generation, the data are
encrypted with the generated keys before its transmission during the remaining coherence
time. The received signals at Alice and Bob in each probe round can be expressed as follows,
respectively [5,18]:

yA = (hBA + hH
RAΘhBR)x + nA,

yB = (hAB + hH
RBΘhAR)x + nB,

(1)

where hAB ∈ C1×1 and hBA ∈ C1×1 are the CSIs of the direct channel from Alice to Bob and
Bob to Alice, respectively, hAR and hBR ∈ CN×1 are the CSI vectors from Alice and Bob
to the IRS, and hRA and hRB ∈ CN×1 are the reflected CSI vectors from the IRS to Alice
and Bob, respectively. In addition, x ∼ CN (0, I) is the probing signal vector sent by Bob
and Alice, and nA ∼ CN (0, σ2

AI) and nB ∼ CN (0, σ2
BI) denote the complex additive white

Gaussian noise (AWGN) at Alice and Bob, where I is the identity matrix.
In this case, the channel estimates at Alice and Bob can be calculated from their

reciprocally combined channels of the direct and reflected channels as follows:

ĥA = hBA + hH
RAΘhBR + n̂A,

ĥB = hAB + hH
RBΘhAR + n̂B,

(2)

where n̂A = xHnA/‖x‖2 and n̂B = xHnB/‖x‖2 denote the estimation errors at Alice and
Bob, respectively. Specifically, the initial two time slots are dedicated to the estimation of
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the direct channel, while the remaining slots are only allocated for the estimation of the
reflected channel and SK generation [18]. These channel estimates are used to generate SK
at the quantization process, and the generated keys are used for information reconciliation
as shown in Figure 2. Finally, the privacy amplification algorithm based on hash function is
applied to avoid information leakage [9]. Through the above process, both communication
parties complete the same key establishment.

Figure 2. Conventional SK-generation protocol with IRS.

2.2. Conventional Quantization Methods

Based on the above channel estimates of ĥA and ĥB, the initial key value is generated
by converting the estimated value to binary bits. There have been binary quantization
methods, namely absolute-value-based quantization (AVQ) and difference-value-based
quantization (DVQ) [10]. Since these methods converts the channel estimates in to a single
bit, the SK rate becomes low.

Multi-level quantization methods can be used to increase the SK rate [11–15]. For
example, an equiprobable quantization method was proposed [11], given the probabil-
ity density function (PDF) of the input signal x, the decision thresholds for the m-level
quantization method were determined as follows:
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∫ q̄i

−∞
p(x)dx =

i
m

, (3)

where p(x) is the PDF of x, q̄i is the i-th decision threshold, i = 1, 2, · · · , m− 1. By this
way, each of the m quantization regions, i.e., (−∞, q̄1], (q̄1, q̄2], · · · , (q̄m−1, ∞) is selected
with equal probability, and it is mapped to log2 m bits using Gray coding. Furthermore,
a method to improve the bit agreement ratio was proposed by inserting guard bands
between two consecutive quantization levels [12]. We note that the complex numbered
CSI does not have a uniform distribution, and thus q̄i cannot be simply determined. This
eventually leads to a complex quantization problem.

Since the phase information of the CSI has uniform PDF, quantization of the phase
may lead to a simple quantization process. A PQ method was proposed by using a uniform
quantization method for phase information of the channel estimates [13]. Furthermore,
a phase shift quantization method, which is similar to the phase shift keying (PSK) de-
modulation method, was proposed [14]. This method quantized the phase value, φ with a
m-level uniform quantizer as follows [15]:

f (φ) = j if φ ∈
[

2π(j− 1)
m

,
2π j
m

)
, (4)

for j = 1, 2, · · · , m. Therefore, the quantization of each phase value generates log2 m secret
bits. In order to extract log2 m bits, the above quantization method requires of 1 to m
comparison operations, and thus average m/2 operations per extracted CSI.

3. Proposed Methods
3.1. SK Generation Protocol

In order to fully exploit the randomness, we propose a hybrid approach to extracting
CSI in order to generate the SK, as shown in Figure 3. In each block, there are total L
time slots, and we assume that the channel does not change within a block. In addition,
Alice and Bob alternatively send probe signals every two time slots, and thus there are a
total L/2 probe rounds in each block. Specifically, in the first probe round, Alice and Bob
alternatively send probe signals while the IRS is turned off. Then, the received signals at
Alice and Bob can be expressed as follows, respectively:

yA = hBAx + nA,

yB = hABx + nB.
(5)

Upon receiving yA and yB in (5) at Alice and Bob, respectively, channel estimations are
conventionally performed using the least square (LS) method, and the channel estimates at
Alice and Bob can be presented as follows [7]:

ĥA = hBA + n̂A,

ĥB = hAB + n̂B.
(6)

The phase information of these channel estimates will be jointly quantized to form the
initial key bit sequence.

Afterwards, Alice and Bob alternatively extract the channel estimates from the com-
bined channels, which are composed of the direct and reflected channels, using (2) during
the subsequent L− 2 time slots. In this case, Θ is randomly switched at every two time
slots to impose randomness. Similarly, the phase information of these channel estimates
with linear normalization will be jointly quantized to generate the initial key bit sequence.
The detailed process of the quantization for the proposed method is explained in the
next section.
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Figure 3. Channel probing stage of IRS-assisted SK generation.

3.2. Compact Phase Quantization Method

We propose a new efficient 2p-level PQ method using the phase information of ĥA and
ĥB in (2) and (6) to generate p quantized bits, respectively, as shown in Figure 4. We set
quantization thresholds that equally divide the complex plane into 2p regions, and allocate
p bits in each region by using the Gray coding, which allows us to extract p bits from the
phase information. Therefore, this process can be interpreted as the demodulation process
of a PSK modulation symbol. There have been extensive works on developing efficient
demodulation schemes, especially focusing on soft demapping [19,20]. Among them, we
choose the most efficient one and tailor it to our application.

Figure 4. Proposed hybrid quantization with IRS.

We note that the main purpose of the proposed hybrid CSI extraction is to compensate
low SK rate during the static environment, by using an efficient quantization method. Since
we assume low amplitude variation of hAB, the IRS is activated to impose phase dynamics
of the CSI. This implies that it is not necessary to allocate multiple bits to amplitude in the
channel probing stage. Instead, multiple bit allocation to phase information obtained from
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IRS would contribute to increase the dynamics of the CSI. In addition, phase information
is uniformly distributed from 0 to 2π, PQ would provide better randomness than AQ to
secrete key information. Therefore, we extract phase information in the total time slots. It
is also important to have computationally efficient quantization methods, i.e., a compact
and easily extendable method. Considering the above facts, we refer to the constellation
diagrams of the PSK modulation scheme with Gray coding and its soft demapping principle
introduced in [20], and tailor them for our purpose.

In order to visualize the PQ, we represent the extracted CSI of ĥA and ĥB as

ĥA = |ĥA|e
jφĥA = <(ĥA) + j=(ĥA) and ĥB = |ĥB|e

jφĥB = <(ĥB) + j=(ĥB), respectively,
where |x| is the amplitude, φx is the phase, <(x) is the real part, and =(x) is the imaginary
part of the complex number x, respectively. We equally divide the complex plane into 2p

separated phase regions. In the following sections, we present the proposed PQ examples
of 4 to 32 levels, and this can be extendable to any 2p-level schemes.

3.3. Examples of 4 to 32 Level PQ

For a 2p-level PQ, the quantization bit mapping is made by the Gray coding principle.
For convenience, here we denote the estimated CSI of either Alice or Bob as ĥ, because the
quantization processes for ĥA and ĥB are the same. Figure 5 shows the bit mapping and
decision threshold lines for 22- and 23-level PQ methods for the estimated CSI, ĥ in the
complex plane, where Di redwith a dotted line indicates the decision threshold redline for
the i-th quantized bit bi, i = 1, · · · , p.

Referring to Figure 5, we can find that the first and second bits can be estimated by
taking the signs of real and imaginary parts of ĥ, i.e., b1 = sign(<(ĥ)) and b2 = sign(=(ĥ)).
Then, these b1 and b2 provide sufficient information on in which quadrant of the complex
plain ĥ locates. By using this, we map ĥ redrepresented by red triangle in the first quadrant
of the complex plain, that is ĥm = |ĥ|ejφĥm , where φĥm = tan−1(|=(ĥ)/<(ĥ)|), so that its
phase value is in the region of 0 to π/2. This means the third bit of 23-level PQ can be
estimated by taking the sign of the distance between the threshold line D3 to ĥm located in
the first quadrant, that is,

b3 = sign(|ĥm| sin(−(φĥm − π/4)))

= sign(−(φĥm − π/4)).
(7)

Figure 5. Bit mapping and decision thresholds for 22-level PQ and 23-level PQ.
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The above principle, then can be extended to any 2p-level PQ. Figure 6 shows the bits
mapping with Gary coding and decision threshold lines for 24 and 25-level PQ methods,
where ĥm is redthe mapped version of ĥ in the first quadrant of the complex plane. It is
clear that b1 to b3 can be estimated exactly the same way as in the above 22 and 23-level
PQ method. In addition, the remaining bits can be estimated recursively by using the
previously estimated information. For example, b4 = sign(| − (φĥm − π/4)| − π/8).

Figure 6. Bit mapping and decision thresholds for 24-level PQ and 25-level PQ.

By generalizing the above principle to 2p-level PQ, we can have the following recursive
equation:

b1 = sign(<(ĥ)),
b2 = sign(=(ĥ)),
bi = sign(−φi),

φi = (−1)i(|φi−1| − π/2i−1), 2 < i ≤ p,

(8)

where φ2 = φĥm . The following Algorithm 1 describes the proposed PQ method. After the
quantization process, the quantized bits are concatenated together to obtain the initial key
bit sequence for Alice and Bob, respectively.

Algorithm 1 Proposed PQ.

Input: ĥ % Estimated CSI
Output: b % Initial key bit vector

1: φĥm = tan−1(|=(ĥ)/<(ĥ)|)
2: φ2 = φĥm

3: b1 = sign(<(ĥ))
4: b2 = sign(=(ĥ))
5: for i← 3 to p do
6: φi = (−1)i(|φi−1| − π/2i−1)
7: bi = sign(−φi)
8: end for

We note that the proposed PQ in Algorithm 1 can be applied to any p bit PQ scheme,
and thus a single quantizer can be universally applied to various multi-level quantization
systems. In particular, when we adopt an adaptive quantization scheme to generate a
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time-varying p bits, the proposed scheme may have a strong advantage for its universal
applicability. Different quantization levels offer distinct performance advantages. Employ-
ing a quantization scheme with a smaller number of levels often results in lower initial key
disagreement probability. However, the generated key sequence will also be shorter. Con-
versely, when employing a quantization scheme with a higher level, a longer key sequence
can be obtained, albeit with a trade-off of potentially introducing multiple inconsistent
bits in a string of key sequences. As such, the selection of quantization levels should be
approached with careful consideration.

4. Secrecy Performance

The fundamental assumption made in this paper is that Eve is positioned a few wave-
lengths away from the legitimate users, as is common in many previous studies [6,9,16,17].
Under these circumstances, Bob and Eve will experience independent channels. Conse-
quently, the CSI of the legitimate channel remains undisclosed to Eve, ensuring the perfect
security of the SK generated from the legitimate CSI. Therefore, the primary performance
metric in this scenario is the efficiency of key generation, which can be assessed using
various performance measures as outlined below.

4.1. Performance Measures

We evaluate the proposed SK generation scheme in terms of a number of secrecy
performance measures including the SK capacity, SK randomness, initial key disagreement
probability, and effective key length. All of the above performance measures of the proposed
schemes are compared with those of the conventional schemes.

The SK capacity, C is defined as C = min{I(ĥA; ĥB), I(ĥA; ĥB | ĥE)}, where ĥE denotes
the estimated CSI at Eve. Since the channel estimates in different probe rounds are inde-
pendent random variables [5], the SK capacity in the s-th probe round, Cs is also a random
variable. Assuming the eavesdropper, Eve is a wavelength or more away from either Alice
or Bob, the SK capacity in the first probe round without IRS, C1 is upper bounded by the
mutual information [11,21]:

C1 ≤ I(ĥA; ĥB | ĥE) = I(ĥA; ĥB)

= log2

1 +
σ2

ĥBA

σ2
n̂A

+ σ2
n̂B

+
σ2

n̂A
σ2

n̂B
σ2

ĥBA

.
(9)

In this case, due to the channel reciprocity within the coherent time, we have
σ2

hBA
= σ2

hAB
. In addition, we can assume that n̂A and n̂B are independent and identically

distributed random variables without loss of generality, and thus σ2
n̂A

= σ2
n̂B

. Therefore, (9)
can be simplified as

C1 ≤ log2

(
1 +

σ4
hBA

/σ4
n̂A

1 + 2σ2
hBA

/σ2
n̂A

)
. (10)

The SK capacity in the remaining probe rounds with IRS, Cs, s = 2, 3, · · · , S, S = L/2,
is upper bounded by the conditional mutual information [11,21]. In this case, we have
σ2

hBA
+ ∑N

n=1 σ2
hn

BRA
, where σ2

hn
BRA

is the variance of the n-th reflected channel. Thus, Cs can
be derived as follows [9]:

Cs ≤ I(ĥA; ĥB | ĥE) = I(ĥA; ĥB)

= log2

1 +
(σ2

hBA
+ ∑N

n=1 σ2
hn

BRA
)2/σ4

n̂A

1 + 2(σ2
hBA

+ ∑N
n=1 σ2

hn
BRA

)/σ2
n̂A

,

2 ≤ s ≤ S.

(11)
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The above derivation result shows that the SK capacity of the proposed system is
certainly dependent on σ2

hn
BRA

, and it is proportional to N. Therefore, we can expect the
enhanced SK capacity in the proposed system due to the increased randomness introduced
by the IRS. Finally, the SK capacity of the proposed scheme, Cp across all L slots is upper
bounded as follows [18]:

Cp ≤
1
S

S

∑
s=1

Cs

=
1
S

[
C1 +

S

∑
s=2

Cs

]

=
1
S
[C1 + (S− 1)Cs].

(12)

On the other hand, the SK capacity of the conventional scheme without IRS, is upper
bounded by Cc = C1.

The second performance measure to be investigated is the SK randomness, which
is defined as the proportion of ’1’ in the generated binary initial key bit sequence, thus
we have:

r =
∑nq ∑

p
i=1 [bi = 1]
nq p

, (13)

where nq is the total number of investigated probe rounds for the estimation. The closer to
0.5 the r, the better the randomness of the key. In other word, when the proportion of ’1’
and ’0’ in the key sequence is uniform, the randomness of the key is better.

The third performance measure is the initial key disagreement probability. Suppose
that Alice and Bob convert each of their estimations ĥA and ĥB to (bA,1, bA,2, · · · , bA,p) and
(bB,1, bB,2, · · · , bB,p), respectively, then the initial key disagreement probability, pd is the
probability of inconsistent bits between Alice and Bob. Therefore, it is defined as the ratio
of the number of inconsistent bits to the key sequence length as follows:

pd =
∑nq ∑

p
i=1 bA,i ⊕ bB,i

nq p
. (14)

The last performance measure is effective key length Kl (bits/block). It describes the
length of error-free SK that can be generated per block, and it can be represented as follows:

Kl = p(1− pd)
L
2

. (15)

4.2. Simulation Results and Discussions

Before we compare the secrecy performance measures presented in the previous
section, the computational complexities of the proposed and conventional PQ methods
are compared in terms of the number of the required operations for PQ. As shown in
Table 1, the proposed method requires linearly increasing complexity by p, and it requires
a constant number of operations regardless of the estimated CSI value. On the other hand,
the conventional PQ method requires exponentially increasing complexity by p, and it
requires one to maximum of 2p comparisons, resulting in (2p/2) comparisons on average.
Figure 7 illustrates this.

Table 1. Comparisons of computations required for quantization.

2p-Level PQ Methods Required Operations (Average, Maximum)

Conventional PQ [15] comparisons ((2p/2), 2p)
Proposed PQ p linear operations in (8) (p,p)
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Figure 7. Comparison of computations for quantization in terms of the number of required operations.

Next, we compare performance simulation results of the proposed scheme to that of
the conventional schemes. First, Figure 8 shows the SK capacity variation by signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), and the number of probe rounds is set to L = 20. It is evident that the SK
capacity of the proposed scheme with IRS assistance is higher than the conventional one,
and the SK capacity increases with an increase in the number of IRS elements N. This
highlights the positive aspects of using IRS in wireless communication systems, which
boosts the SK capacity and makes transmission more efficient.

Figure 8. Comparison of SK capacity, C.

Second, Figure 9 compares the SK randomness, r, L = 20. We can see that the SK
randomness of all PQ methods remains stable, showing almost a constant value of about
0.5 across all the investigated SNR ranges. In other words, the assistance of IRS in the
proposed method does not alter randomness performance. This is primarily due to the
property of PQ having a uniform PDF and its quantization regions being equally probable
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and uniformly distributed. Consequently, both ’1’ and ’0’ are uniformly quantized, leading
to the preservation of SK randomness.

Figure 9. Comparison of SK randomness, r.

Figure 10 compares the initial key disagreement probabilities, L = 20. As shown in the
figure, when the quantization level is lower, the initial probability of disagreement becomes
smaller due to the increased area of each quantization region. Consequently, this decrease in
the likelihood of mismatching quantization regions between Alice and Bob ultimately leads to
fewer inconsistent bits within the sequence. redGiven the quantization level, the proposed PQ
outperforms the conventional PQ method without IRS. It can also be seen that as the number
of IRS elements N increases, the disagreement probability decreases. This illustrates the role
of IRS in significantly enhancing channel reliability as well.

Figure 10. Comparison of initial key disagreement probability, pd.
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Figure 11 compares the effective key length, Kl of the proposed method with that of
the conventional method, when the number of probe rounds is set to 10 and 20, i.e., L = 20
and L = 40. It is evident that higher quantization levels result in longer effective key
length. Furthermore, when compared to the conventional PQ without IRS, as L increases,
our proposed scheme with IRS demonstrates superior performance, with its effective key
length increasing with the rise of N. While the increase in quantization levels leads to higher
initial key disagreement probability, higher level quantization allows for the generation of
longer effective key length in a single quantization process, thereby enhancing transmission
speed and efficiency. In the static environment, the channel features extracted by Alice
and Bob have low correlation and high initial key disagreement rate, thus affecting the
effectiveness of the subsequent information reconciliation stage. Configuring the IRS as a
new random source and extracting phase information means that our proposed scheme
can obtain initial keys with a lower key disagreement probability, making information
reconciliation easier to achieve during SK generation.

Figure 11. Comparison of effective key length, Kl .

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an efficient IRS-assisted physical layer SK generation
scheme with random phase shifts in static environment. By extracting the phase informa-
tion from the combined channel estimation from both sides of the legitimate communication
parties, a better random key sequence can be generated. Specifically, this paper proposed
a simple and computationally efficient PQ method by using a symmetric bit allocation,
which can be easily extended to any 2p-level quantization scheme and can be universally
applied. Simulation results demonstrated that the proposed scheme can improve various
performance measures including the SK capacity, effective key length, and the SK dis-
agreement probability, without sacrificing the randomness. By adopting the IRS-assisted
hybrid approach, we can achieve about 21% of enhancement in SK capacity, and an order
of enhancement of initial key disagreement probability performance. Specifically, our
proposed scheme could be able to generate almost constant effective key lengths regardless
of SNR, being an attractive solution for low SNR conditions.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

SK Secret key
LOS Line-of-sight
IoT Internet of Things
IRS Intelligent reflecting surface
CSI Channel state information
PQ Phase quantization
TDD Time-division duplex
AWGN Additive white Gaussian noise
AVQ Absolute value-based quantization
DVQ Difference value-based quantization
PDF Probability density function
PSK Phase shift keying
LS Least square
SNR Signal-to-noise ratio
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